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Theory: The Emitter
n Planck’s Law: the maximum 

amount of radiation emitted 
by something (radiance) at a 
particular wavelength 
depends on:
n Temperature (T)
n Wavelength (λ)
n Emissivity (ε)

n A theoretical “blackbody” has an 
emissitivity of 1

n Differs with material
n Differs with wavelength
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Theory: The Medium in Between
n Since there is a medium 

(e.g., air) between what we 
see and the instrument that 
sees it, the radiation we 
actually detect from an 
object is determined by:
n The object’s radiance
n Scattering—the photons 

change direction
n Absorption—the photons are 

absorbed by the medium
n The medium may then emit in 

response at the same OR a 
different wavelength 4
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Theory: The Medium in Between

In “window bands”, 
minimal absorption 
by the atmosphere 
provides a clear view 
of  the surface (or 
clouds)

Elsewhere, 
absorption by 
atmospheric 
components affects 
the signal from the 
surface (or clouds)



Theory: Limitations of Vis / IR
n Raining clouds are optically thick in the 

visible and IR
n In other words, all of the photons we see have 

come from the top of the cloud or a short 
distance below it

n Therefore, we are forced to infer what is 
happening below the cloud from the 
properties of the cloud top
n Can miss subcloud evaporation of rainfall, 

aggregation processes (e.g., seeder-feeder), etc.
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Theory: So Why Use Vis / IR at All?
n Ability to monitor from geostationary orbit

n Provides rapid refresh—routinely every 10-15 
min in most locations
n The life cycle of a single convective cell is ~30 min!

n Very low latency since satellites in geostationary 
orbit have continual contact with the ground
n Flash flooding can be triggered in well under an hour 

in very small basins

n Strong vis / IR signal allows very fine spatial 
resolution, even from geostationary orbit
n New imagers are 0.5 km for vis and 2 km for IR
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Theory: Using IR Window Bands
Basic assumptions:
n The brightness temperature (Tb) of a cloud in a 

window band is a reasonable proxy for its actual 
temperature
n Reasonable for window bands

n In other bands, H2O, CO2 et al. can affect the signal

n Reasonable for (optically) thick clouds
n For thin clouds, some of the radiation from below will make it 

through the cloud, making it appear warmer than it really is

n Tropospheric temperature decreases with height
n Therefore, the height of the top of the cloud is 

related to its IR window Tb
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Theory: Using IR Window Bands
Basic assumptions (cont.):
n Cloud-top height is related to the thickness of the 

cloud and / or the strength of the updraft 
transporting moisture into the cloud

n Updraft strength and / or cloud thickness is 
related to rainfall rate

n The result:
n Colder clouds (thicker, stronger updrafts) are associated 

with heavier rain
n Warmer clouds (thinner, weaker updrafts) are associated 

with light or no rain
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Illustration of  the IR signal from different rainfall intensities
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n Reasonable assumption for convective 
clouds (i.e., from small-scale updrafts)

n Poor assumption for:
n Stratiform clouds (i.e., produced by large-scale 

uplift over cold air or orographic features)
n Warm, but sometimes with significant rainfall
n Weaker relationship between Tb and thickness / 

upward transport / rain rate

n Cirrus clouds (e.g., sheared off the top of 
cumulus clouds or from large-scale uplift)
n Cold, but to thin to produce rainfall
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Theory: Using IR Window Bands



Illustration of  the IR signal from different cloud types
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Theory: Using Visible Bands
Basic assumptions:
n The fraction of the incoming solar radiation 

reflected by a cloud is related to its thickness
n Affected by solar zenith angle (the lower the sun, the 

less reflection for a given cloud thickness)

n Only thick clouds produce rainfall, and the thicker 
the cloud, the heavier the rain
n Rosenfeld and Gutman (1994) and others have used a 

threshold of 40% reflectance
n Reaches saturation (i.e., 100% reflectance) for relatively 

light rain rates
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Theory: Using Visible Bands
Impact:
n Visible bands significantly improve upon IR alone 

for rain / no rain discrimination
n Provides a piece of information that is largely 

independent of that from IR Tb

n However, visible data are generally not used in 
real-time algorithms because of the lack of 
consistency between day and night 
n Temporal consistency is essential for climate studies, 

and varying length of day exacerbates the problem
n Correcting reflectance for solar zenith angle assumes a 

flat cloud top—this becomes very problematic at high 
solar zenith angles 16
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Theory: Other Spectral Bands
n Most operational algorithms use only the IR 

window band at 11 µm
n Most commonly available
n Enables consistent retrievals night and day

n However, information from other spectral 
bands can provide information about cloud-
top properties
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Theory: 3.9 µm near-IR band
n Reflectance is related to cloud-top particle size 

(mean effective radius)
n The less reflective, the larger the radius
n The larger the radius, the more rain is likely

n Cloud-top particle size retrieved from 3.9 µm 
reflectance can be used to discriminate raining 
from nonraining clouds
n Typical threshold is 14 µm (e.g., Rosenfeld and Gutman

1994)

n However, 3.9 µm radiance is a mix of scattering 
and emission that must be carefully separated
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Theory: WV Absorption Band
n Brightness temperatures in the WV bands 

are typically lower than in the IR bands 
n Atmospheric WV absorbs some of the signal 

from the surface or clouds
n However, very deep convection 

(“overshooting tops”) can inject WV into the 
lower stratosphere
n Temperature increases with height
n This causes the WV band to be warmer than the 

IR window (e.g., Tjemkes et al. 1997)
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Theory: 12 µm “Split Window” Band
n Inoue (1985, 1987) found that 

the differences in brightness 
temperature between 11 and 
12 µm (T11-T12) could be used 
to discriminate between thin 
cirrus and thick cumulus 
clouds

n Specifically, cloud-free areas 
and thick cumulus clouds 
had had T11-T12 < 2.5 K 
whereas the value was higher 
for thin cirrus clouds
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Theory: Multiple IR Windows
n Strabala et al. (1994) found 

that the T11-T12) and T8.5-T11 
could be used to determine 
cloud phase:
n Liquid water emissivity 

increases more between 11-12 
µm than between 8-11 µm

n Ice emissivity increases more 
between 8-11 µm than 
between 11-12 µm

n Therefore, water clouds have 
higher T11-T12 than T8.5-T11
while the opposite is true for 
ice clouds 22
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GOES Precipitation Index (GPI)
n First published in Arkin and Meisner (1987)
n Estimate of rainfall based on mean fractional 

coverage Fc of T11<235 K during a time period 
of t hours over a 2.5° x 2.5° lat/lon box:
n GPI (mm) = 3 mm/h * Fc * t
n The more cold cloud, the more rain

n Intended for convective rainfall
n Numerous variants of the GPI have appeared 

over the years
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Convective-Stratiform Technique (CST)
n First published in Adler and Negri (1988); some 

modifications and variants since then
n Identify T11 minima (Tmin) colder than 253 K

n Presumed to be the centers of convective updrafts

n Remove minima that represent thin cirrus if the slope 
parameter S = µT6 - Tmin < 0.568 * (Tmin-217)
n µT6, is the mean temperature of the 6 closest pixels, so S is a 

measure of local T11 variability near the minimum; it can be 
zero (if the local T11 values are all the same) or positive

n Removes clouds with low T11 variability
n The colder the pixel is, the lower the T11 variability before it 

is removed; no clouds below 217 K are filtered out
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Convective-Stratiform Technique (CST)
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Convective-Stratiform Technique (CST)
n Assign a mean convective rain rate RRmean to an area A 

centered on the coldest pixel:
n RRmean [mm/h] = 74.89 - 0.266 * Tmin

n The colder the pixel, the higher the average rain rate; the value is 7.6 
mm/h for Tmin=253 K and 28.3 mm/h for Tmin=175 K.

n A [km2] = exp(15.27 - 0.0465 * Tmin)
n The colder the pixel, the bigger the area; the area is 33.3 km2 for 

Tmin=253 K and 1252 km2 for Tmin=175 K

n Assign a stratiform rain rate of 2 mm/h to non-
convective pixels colder than a threshold determined by 
the (weighted) mode value of T11 in all clusters
n The mode should represent the thick thunderstorm anvils
n S must be above 4 K to avoid confusion with thin cirrus
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Hydro-Estimator (H-E)
n Evolved from a manual technique (Scofield 

1987); operational at NESDIS since 2002
n Use the IR window (~11-µm) temperature (T11) 

to determine rain areas and rain rates
n Assigns rain only to regions where T11 is below local 

average; i.e., active precipitating cores
n Rain rates are a function of both T11 and its value 

relative to the local average—a blend of “convective 
core” and “non-core” components
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Hydro-Estimator (H-E) Rain Rates
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n Rain rates are a function of both T11 and its value 
relative to the local average—a blend of “convective 
core” and “non-core” components



n Adjustments using numerical 
weather model data:
n Precipitable water: account for 

moisture availability for updrafts
n Relative humidity: account for  

evaporation of raindrops
n Wind fields interfaced with 

digital topography: orogaphic
effects on  precipitation

n Also adjustments for parallax 
and limb cooling in regions 
away from satellite sub-point
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GOES Multi-Spectral Rainfall Algorithm (GMSRA)

n Developed by Ba and Gruber (2001)
n Used all 5 GOES bands in rain rate estimation:

n 10.7 µm: used the CST slope to screen out cirrus 
colder than 250 K
n Flat clouds are probably cirrus

n 6.7 µm + 10.7 µm: kept any clouds with T10.7 < 220 
K that failed the cirrus screening if T6.7 > T10.7
n TWV>TIR usually means overshooting convective tops 

injecting water vapor into the stratosphere

n Visible: filtered out all clouds with reflectance < 0.4
n Anything thinner was presumed to be cirrus
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GOES Multi-Spectral Rainfall Algorithm (GMSRA)

n 3.9 µm + 10.7 µm + 12.0 µm: retrieved cloud 
particle effective radius (reff) based on 3.9 µm solar 
reflectance; kept all clouds with reff > 15 µm
n Larger particles at cloud top indicate precipitation 

formation below

n Rainfall rate was a function of T10.7, and for 
T10.7>230 K it required the visible and effective 
radius screening being met
n Rain from warm clouds only if thick with large particles

n A good example of leveraging multispectral 
information that never reached its full potential
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Summary
n Raining clouds are opaque in the visible / IR, so 

we only have information near the top of the 
cloud to use

n IR window algorithms assume that cloud-top 
brightness temperature is related to cloud 
thickness / updraft strength and thus to rain 
rate—colder clouds produce heavier rain and 
vice versa
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Summary
n The visible channel can effectively screen out 

thin (but cold) cirrus but saturates too easily to 
be used alone

n Information from other spectral bands provide 
additional information for:
n Discriminating cirrus from cumulus (T11-T12 and 

TWV-TIR)
n Identifying warm raining clouds (effective radius 

from reflectance at 3.9 m)
n Determining cloud particle phase (T8-T11 vs. T11-T12)
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Summary
n IR data will be necessary in satellite rainfall 

retrieval as long as MW measurements are 
restricted to low-Earth orbit—and perhaps even 
beyond
n Low latency and frequent refresh are only possible 

from geostationary orbit
n Because of physics, IR / visible spatial resolution 

will be 1-2 orders of magnitude finer than what is 
(eventually) possible from MW in geostationary orbit
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Questions?
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